RECONSTRUCTION OF DEFORMED REGULAR POLYGONS:
A PROBLEM ARISING FROM CELL-BIOLOGY In cytogenetics, it is an important question to determine the spatial order of ohromosomes in a simple"haploid genome during metaphase. Por this purpose the coordinates of the centromeres are measured, which are assumed to lie in the corners of a regular n-gon, say P^g.. .P Q P.j, within a plane 6 (see e.g. [l] , [3] , [4] )· However, the measuring process and a subsequent statistical analysis usually only result η fin irregular arrangement of points Q.j »Qg,... ,Q q within the plane 6, where Q^, for i -1,2,...,η, denotes the point obtained from P^ by displacing P^ in any direction within 6 . The question arises how to find the original order. Heslop-Harrison & Bennett ( [3] , [4] ) suggested a method whioh has the risadvan-' tage that | (n-l)I permutations have to be considered and that it does not guarantee to reveal the original order in each case.
In this paper, we formulate an algorithm which only requires polynomial time and whioh, under the assumption that the displacement of each P^ -even in an arbitrary direction of the three-dimensional spaoe -is smaller than a specific amount s(n), always reconstructs the original order of indices. A lower bound v(n) for s(n) has been given in [2] (there oonstructed for a different algorithm and displacements only within the plane). As numerical oaloulatione »how, v(n) is rory cloee to -j(η}· Let d be the side-length of the regular n-gon P.,P 2 .. .P^, where P i _ 1 and P i+1 are the neighbours of P^ for i=1,2,...,n. Here and from now on all indices shall be understood modulo n. further let S if for i » 1,2,...,η, be the closed sphere with oenter P.^ and radius θ, Ο < θ <d/2, and correspondingly C^ be the closed cirole in 6 with center and radius Θ(i.e. = • 6nS i ). θ shall be the sao» for all spheres and circles. In the following, we always suppose η to be an integer and η > 3.
Qj^ shall be an arbitrarily chosen but fixed point of S^ (or C it if only the speoial case of the plane is considered), Q ,Q 2 .. · · »Q n j·, and bd S A (or bd .C^) denotes the boundary of Sj^ (respectively C^}. We denote by [XT] the straight line connecting two pointe X and X, by XT the line segment, and by XT the distanoe between these two points.
Ve say that the o,ne-sided neighbourhood condition tor spheres (or ciroles) -in short OHCS (respectively ONCC) -Is fulfilled, if and only if for any i e {i,2,...,n} and any points X^e'Sj^ (respectively C^) the following is trust X i X l+1 <X 1 X i+ 2* As a consequenoe, also I 1 X 1 _ 1 < X^Xj^ tov all 1.
H e m a r k 1. Let Τ and 55 be two points, S^ be a closed sphere with center Ζ and radius r, and Τ i S z . Then there exist two uniquely defined points R -H(I,S Z ), Τ s * Τ(Τ,ΰ^) suoh that (2) Ag is revolved about the axis [BC] into dnS A i this is obviously possible, though the resulting point, whioh we will denote as Ay is not always uniquely determined. If, for η ? 6, the ONCS is satisfied, then
Proof 
Putting together (1), (2), (3) yields ""fai^i-l » Q i 9 i+1} < "M^i+k and, on acoount of the symmetry in the regular polygon P-jPg.. ·Ρ η Ρ.) » the assertion of Lemma 4 follows.
• How ve oonsider the complete graph G whose vertioos are the elements of £ and whose (undirected) edges QJ_QJ (i ¿ i,j « {1,2,.».,n}) are the line segments betveen any tvo pointe of g· The edges QjQj valued by the corresponding Buklidian distances QjQj· Next ve construct a series of : subgraphs H^ of G, k • 0,1,2,3, and a final subgraph H, all subgraphs with vertex set Q, by the folloving procedure.
The Polygon Reconstructing Algorithm (PR-Algorithm)
Step 0. Let H^ be the spanning subgraph of 0 with empty edge-set.
Step 1. Obtain H^ from H 0 by connecting by an edge each vertex Q^ to the vertex nearest to it in G. If there are two vertioos with the same minimal distanoe to add both corresponding edges. Step 3. Construot H^ by removing the longest edge from eaoh triangle in Hg.
Step 4* Let be the subset of those vertices which have degree 1 in H^. If » 0, pat H • Hj and end the procedure. In oase 1^/0 oonneot each vertex of to the vertex which is third-nearest to it in G. Denote the resulting graph as H and end the algorithm. Theorem 5.
If the OBCS is fulfilled, the graph H obtained by the FR-Algorithm ia a Hamiltonian circuit in whioh Q i _ 1 and Q l+1 are the neighbours of Q¿ for all i » 1,2,...,η, i.e. the PS-Algorithm reproduces the original order of indioes as defined by the polygon P-jPg...P n P.|.
Proof Step 3 produces a graph Hj whose connected components are paths of the form Q m Q m+1 ··unless H^ is the Hamiltonian oirouit Q^g..^!}.,.
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Finally we observe that the third-longest edges Incident with the end points Q n and Q^ of suoh a path most be Q m Q m _ 1 end Q m+r Q m+r+1 ' «epeetlrely, «here Q n _ 1 and Q B+r+1 are endpoints of maximal connected paths of Hj themselves. This ensures that H is the Hamiltonian elAalt ή^.,.ί)^. Theorem 6. The 0VC8 Is satisfied If and only if θ <s(n), where s(n) -d*r/2 and r is defined by the system of equations (4) r(l + Vi-r 2 /"^ cosh 2 1-r 2 ) cosh t -1 + 2oos(2Jt/n) (4), (5)» and thus s(n) also is uniquely defined· Proof. By Corollary 3, the OFCS is equivalent to the ONCC. Therefore it soffloes to consider only points within the plane tf. Let A, B* C denote three consecutive corners of the polygon P·^· · »^n 1 *! 8uoh tllat AC>AB * B C · <3. Further let K A , Kg, Kg be three closed circles in d with centres A, B, C, respectively, and equal radii r. Then we have to rind the maximum value of r suoh that (6) min {χζ-χγ|χ e K a Λ y e Kg Λ Ζ e Κ^.} ? 0.
This maximum value of r Is equal to the unique value of r for whioh (7) min {Ë-Xî|z e Κ α λ γ e KgAZ e K c j -0.
Αβ a consequence of Lemma 2, (7j is equivalent to
where T(X,Kg) and R(X,Kg) are defined aocording to Remark 1 (when analogously formulated for ciroles). Further, (8) is equivalent to 
Theorem

7.
If θ<β(η), s(n) as defined by Theorem 6, then for any set Q the PR-Algorithm reproduces the original order of indices in the polygon P1P2...PnP1·
Proof.
Theorem 5 and Theorem 6. Theorem 8. lim v(n) » lim s(n) « d V2/3. n-oo n-oo Proof.
Te consider the hyperbola branch h and the circular line k as defined by (10) By means of Theorem 6 we established the Numerical calculations show that the explicit formula v(n) from [2] gives an excellent lover bound for s(n): (a) 0 < s(5) -v(5) <8'10" 3 «d, (b) 0 <e(n) -v(n) <2»10" 3 «d for all n> 6.
(v(n) is not defined for η « 4). Remark 10.
The PR-Algorithm does not yield the correct reproduction of the original order of indices for all possible sets 9 in the case s(n). This remains trae even if we assume that § £0. In view of s(n) <d/2 one could suspect that lim s(n) = 0.5*d, but as we have shown, lim s(n) = n-*oo n-»oo = dV?/3s:0.471*d.
